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Established in 1979, the American Board of Emergency Medicine 
(ABEM) upholds top standards in Emergency Medicine. With 44,000+ 
board-certified physicians and 150M+ annual ER visits in the US, ABEM 
ensures its certified physicians stay updated.

Historically, ABEM faced challenges in the certification 
and recertification processes with lengthy exams 
disrupting physicians' routines and feeling detached from 
real-world practice. In 2016, ABEM launched MyEMCert, a 
tech solution revolutionizing certification for Emergency 
Medicine physicians.

The Solution: MyEMCert
MyEMCert, powered by BenchPrep, introduces an 
efficient, accessible, and engaging certification process.
It offers:

• Topic-specific modules for updated medical 
knowledge.

• Convenient and accessible open-book online 
modules.

• Immediate feedback with pass/fail results, correct 
answers, and detailed rationales.

• A user-friendly, flexible approach, eliminating the 
need for lengthy in-person exams.

Revolutionizing Physician
Certification: ABEM’s
Collaboration with BenchPrep



MyEMCert’s success led to: 

Physician Feedback on MyEMCert

Michelle Miller, Associate Executive Director,
System and Technology, ABEM

• Eight comprehensive emergency medicine modules in 2021.
• Phasing out in-person exams by 2022.
• Introduction of two new modules in 2023, expanding

assessment opportunities.
• Ongoing commitment to high standards in

Emergency Medicine certification.
• Continue engagement in the new modules to maintain 

certification.

By adopting a similar innovative mindset, organizations can lead 
the charge in redefining the future of certification, just as ABEM 
has done with MyEMCert.

We saw BenchPrep as a technology partner for ABEM who 
understood the learning aspects of our program. Our 
requirements included a seamless intregration with our 
physician portal, maitaining our item bank for test questions, 
a time-limited and forward-only navigation assessment, 
access to resources during the test, and providing detailed 
answer rationales. BenchPrep emerged as the ideal partner 
that met and exceeded this criteria.”

“The immediate feedback was awesome. Taking the rest 
in this format was very educational. The answer
descriptions, whether I got the answer right or wrong 
were extremely helpful. This format is much superior to 
the old exam taken every 10 years which did not provide 
real feedback or educational value. ABEM hit a home 
run with this one.”

“I certainly was surprised with the amount of information 
that I could bring back to practice just from looking 
through [modules] it.”

“It overall was a really, really positive experience... I never 
ever thought I would say that. But I actually enjoyed going 
through the modules and going through the process of 
recertifying.”

Experience the transformation BenchPrep can bring to your certification
and continuing education programs. Visit benchprep.com today.


